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Chapter 1. Subject

The subject of this Engineering Report (ER) is a code sprint that was held from 29 to 30 September 2020 to advance the development of the OGC API - Common - Part 2: Geospatial Data draft standard and the OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions draft standard. An Application Programming Interface (API) is a standard set of documented and supported functions and procedures that expose the capabilities or data of an operating system, application or service to other applications (adapted from ISO/IEC TR 13066-2:2016). The code sprint was hosted online. The event was sponsored by Ordnance Survey (OS).
Chapter 2. Executive Summary


The objectives of the code sprint were to:

- Develop prototype implementations of OGC API – Common – Part 2: Geospatial Data
- Develop prototype implementations of OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions
- Test the prototype implementations
- Provide feedback to the Editor about what worked and what did not work
- Provide feedback about the specification document, especially what is missing from the document

Part of the motivation for holding the sprint was:

- APIs are a popular, effective method for rapid software development
- There is an increasing need for interoperability between Web APIs
- The growing uptake of location within and outside of geospatial developer communities

The OGC API - Common - Part 2: Collections draft standard provides a common connection between the API landing page and resource-specific details. That connection includes metadata that describes the collections of hosted resources, common parameters for selecting subsets of those collections, and URI templates for identifying the above. This common connection is sufficient to start the client down the path to resource discovery.

OGC API - Features is a multipart standard that provides API building blocks for creating, modifying, and querying geospatial features over the Web. The OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions draft standard extends the core capabilities specified in the approved Part 1 standard with the ability to add, replace, modify, and/or delete individual feature instances from a single feature collection. The sprint produced very valuable results. Participants identified areas for improving the draft standards, allowing the editors of the draft standards to record their recommendations. The editors are expected to discuss the feedback from the sprint participants with the Standards Working Group (SWG).

2.1. Document contributor contact points

All questions regarding this document should be directed to the editor or the contributors:

Contacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gobe Hobona</td>
<td>OGC</td>
<td>Editor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Foreword

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of patent rights. The Open Geospatial Consortium shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights.

Recipients of this document are requested to submit, with their comments, notification of any relevant patent claims or other intellectual property rights of which they may be aware that might be infringed by any implementation of the standard set forth in this document, and to provide supporting documentation.
Chapter 3. References

The following normative documents are referenced in this document.

Chapter 4. Terms and definitions

For the purposes of this report, the definitions specified in Clause 4 of the OWS Common Implementation Standard OGC 06-121r9 [https://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact_id=38867&version=2] shall apply. In addition, the following terms and definitions apply.

- **coordinate reference system**
  coordinate system that is related to the real world by a datum term name (source: ISO 19111)

- **feature**
  abstraction of real world phenomena [ISO 19101-1:2014]

  **NOTE**

- **OpenAPI Document**
  A document (or set of documents) that defines or describes an API. An OpenAPI definition uses and conforms to the OpenAPI Specification (https://www.openapis.org)

- **Web API**
  API using an architectural style that is founded on the technologies of the Web [source: OGC API - Features - Part 1: Core]

  **NOTE**
  See Best Practice 24: Use Web Standards as the foundation of APIs (W3C Data on the Web Best Practices) for more detail.

4.1. Abbreviated terms

- **API** Application Programming Interface
- **CORS** Cross-Origin Resource Sharing
- **OGC** Open Geospatial Consortium
Chapter 5. Introduction

This Engineering Report (ER) summarizes the main achievements of the OGC API – Common and OGC API – Features Sprint, conducted from 29 to 30 September 2020. The sprint had been organized to advance the development of the OGC API - Common - Part 2: Geospatial Data draft standard and the OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions draft standard. Sprint participants prototyped implementations of the draft standards, validating the requirements and providing feedback so that the draft standards could be improved.

An OGC Code Sprint is a collaborative and inclusive event driven by innovative and rapid programming with minimal process and organization constraints to support the development of new applications and open standards. OGC Code Sprints experiment with emerging ideas in the context of geospatial standards, help improve interoperability of existing standards by experimenting with new extensions or profiles, and are used as a proof of concept for other OGC Innovation Program initiatives, or support OGC Standards Program activities.

This code sprint was held as part of a series in the third quarter of 2020. The other code sprints included:

• OGC API – Maps Sprint held July 28th to 29th, 2020. This sprint focused on the OGC API - Maps - Part 1: Core draft standard which defines a Web API for publishing and accessing digital maps.

• OGC API – Coverages Sprint held August 10th to 11th, 2020. This sprint focused on the OGC API - Coverages - Part 1: Core draft standard which defines a Web API for publishing and accessing coverage data.

5.1. Participants

Software developers and solutions architects from the following organizations registered to participate in the code sprint:

• Azavea

• Bezirksregierung Köln - Geobasis NRW

• Camptocamp

• Cognitics, Inc

• CubeWerx Inc.

• Ecere Corporation

• Element 84

• EOX IT Services GmbH

• Esri

• Geobeyond

• Geosolutions Consulting

• Giscorps

• Global Nomad GIS Services
5.2. OGC API – Common – Part 2: Geospatial Data draft standard

Geospatial data is seldom considered as a single entity. Feature Collections, Coverages, Data Sets are typically considered as aggregations of Spatial or Temporal Things. A web API conforming to OGC API standards therefore should be able to expose its holdings as aggregates of spatial resources.

The purpose of the OGC API - Common - Part 2: Geospatial Data draft standard is to provide a common connection between the API landing page and resource-specific details. That connection includes metadata which describes the hosted geospatial resources, common parameters for selecting subsets of those resources, and URI templates for identifying the above.

This draft standard specifies the following conformance classes:

• The Collections conformance class specifies the requirements necessary to discover and
understand a generic collection and its contents.

• The HTML conformance class describes how to represent collections of geospatial data in HTML encoding.

• The JSON conformance class describes how to represent collections of geospatial data in JSON encoding.

### 5.3. OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Features draft standard

The OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Features draft standard specifies an extension to OGC API – Features that defines the behavior of a server that supports simple transactions. Simple transactions are transactions that add, replace, modify or delete individual resources from a single collection.

Specifically, OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Features describes:

• How to add a new resource instance to a collection.

• How to modify an existing resource from a collection; this includes entirely replacing the existing resource or simply modifying one or more parts of a resource.

• How to remove an existing resource from a collection.

This draft standard covers the following conformance classes:

• The Simple Transactions conformance class provides the ability to add, replace and remove individual resources from a collection.

• The PATCH Updates conformance class provides the ability to use the HTTP PATCH method to modify parts of an existing resource without the need to transmit a complete replacement resource.

• The Features conformance class describes requirements for the case when the resource type is a feature.
Chapter 6. High-Level Architecture

The focus of the sprint was on support of the development of the OGC API - Common - Part 2: Geospatial Data draft standard and the OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions draft standard. Implementations of these draft standards were deployed in participants’ own infrastructure in order to build a solution with the architecture shown below in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. High level architecture implemented during the sprint](image)

A detailed view of the security aspects of the sprint architecture is shown in Figure 2. This aspect of the sprint architecture partly addressed the observation made in Testbed-14 that there was a lack of a component that could utilize OpenAPI and capabilities documents, combined with a catalog of service references to completely automate the acquisition of user tokens and their use on workflows [1].
Figure 2. Detailed view of the security aspects of architecture

As illustrated the sprint architecture was designed with the view of allowing client applications to connect to different servers that implement OGC API - Features and OGC API - Common. The servers were provisioned with vector feature data, some of which was from the OS Open Zoomstack data product. The client applications were then configured to submit create, update and delete requests to the servers.
Chapter 7. Results

Multiple organizations provided servers, API implementations, and capabilities during the event. The rest of this section describes each of the implementations.

The Centre for Ecological Research and Forestry Applications (CREAF) at the Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB) deployed an instance of the MiraMon Map Server that implements support for multiple OGC API standard. The server is implemented as a CGI application encoded in C language as a part of the MiraMon Geographic Information System (GIS) & Remote Sensing (RS) suite and is interoperable with other vendors’ clients. During the sprint, the CREAF team was able to modify the client application to enable it to support security schemes offered by OpenAPI and supported by OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions. A screenshot of the user interface is shown in Figure 3.

CubeWerx deployed an implementation of multiple OGC API standards including OGC API – Common – Part 2 and OGC API – Features – Part 4. The CubeWerx server (“cubeserv”) is implemented in the C programming language. The server exposes an interactive API description created from the OpenAPI definition document which enables both users and client applications to query the server. During the sprint, the CubeWerx team was able to modify the server to enable it to support security schemes offered by OpenAPI and supported by OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions. The server was also configured to expose an OS Open Zoomstack dataset as a collection that is consistent with OGC API – Common – Part 2: Geospatial Data. A screenshot of the API definition page is shown in Figure 4.
Secure Dimensions deployed an instance of the Authentix server. The instance provided authentication capabilities for the other components of the sprint architecture. The screenshot below shows the Authentix server’s landing page on the right hand-side and a terminal connected to the CubeWerx server on the left-hand side. The CubeWerx server was successfully authenticated by the Authentix server. A screenshot is shown in Figure 4.

Known as Geobasis NRW, division 7 of the Cologne Government Regional Office supplies data for a wide range of purposes including planning, construction projects, transport and the supply of basic data.
community services, nature conservation and environmental protection, valuation of real property, real estate transactions and mortgage borrowing. Participants from Geobasis NRW took part in the code sprint with a browser-based client application of OGC API - Features. A screenshot of the client application is shown below. Their application was able to authenticate with the Authentix server and then invoke transaction operations on the CubeWerx server. A screenshot is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Screenshot of the client application from Geobasis NRW

Global Nomad deployed an instance of GeoServer. The instance was configured to offer support for OGC API - Features through the OGC API community extension of GeoServer. A screenshot is shown in Figure 7.
interactive instruments GmbH deployed their ldproxy product to support the sprint. The product implements OGC API – Features. A screenshot is shown in Figure 8.

Other software deployments during the code sprint included:

• An implementation of OGC API – Features developed using nodejs and deployed by Software
developer Haoliang Yu. The implementation offered a lightweight and modular JavaScript library supporting the Features API.

• The OGC Compliance Program provides a free online testing facility based on Team Engine and a set of test suites dedicated to specific protocols and versions, as well as specification profiles and extension. For this code sprint, the executable test suite of OGC API – Features was extended to introduce prototype support for the OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions draft standard. Implementation of the prototype was led by lat/lon GmbH.
Chapter 8. Discussion

The participants used the Gitter platform for written discussion. This was in addition to using Gotomeeting for discussion during the scheduled teleconferences. Individual issues were recorded on the Issues board on GitHub. A screenshot of the Gitter channel is shown below. The Gitter channel can be found at https://gitter.im/opengeospatial/OGC-API-Sprint-September-2020

Figure 9. Screenshot of Gitter channel

A screenshot of the GitHub repository is shown below. The GitHub repository can be found at https://github.com/opengeospatial/OGC-API-Sprint-September-2020

Figure 10. Screenshot of GitHub repository
The next subsections provide a summary of the discussion.

8.1. Discussion on OGC API - Common - Part 2: Geospatial Data

The sprint participants recommended [https://github.com/opengeospatial/OGC-API-Sprint-September-2020/issues/10] that the SWG defines a specific relation type to link to metadata documents which could be used to link to standard metadata types such as ISO 19115, properly identified by media types. This could possibly also include additional fields. Both of these could be done at both the dataset and at the collection level. The participants recommended that this should be specified in OGC API - Common - Part 2: Geospatial Data.

The sprint participants observed found [https://github.com/opengeospatial/OGC-API-Sprint-September-2020/issues/11] that there was no way to add attribution about the collections except through the description field. This issue was identified as a result of the need to add a copyright statement and other attribution about the collections and on the dataset landing page, for example “Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2020”.

The need for service metadata was also identified [https://github.com/opengeospatial/OGC-API-Sprint-September-2020/issues/12] by the sprint participants. This however raised the question of how to define ‘service metadata’. A proposal was put forward to define service metadata as ‘Any information which does not qualify the data itself, but the software and organization hosting and/or developing the software. Contact information (but not about the data)”.

There was a suggestion [https://github.com/opengeospatial/OGC-API-Sprint-September-2020/issues/16] to consider revising the structure of Exception [https://github.com/opengeospatial/oapi_common/blob/master/core/openapi/schemas/exception.yaml] responses, so that they could be as informative as those from OWS Common. One suggestion was to have an array of descriptions. There was an observation that the ‘code’ property on Exception responses is not well defined and it appears to duplicate the role of the HTTP status code. Participants suggested that there could be a recommendation to use the JSON Schema for exception responses, and the Guide could provide more information.

8.2. Discussion on OGC API - Features - Part 4: Simple Transactions

When implementing a client application it is often useful to be able to retrieve the schema of the feature or collection that is going to be updated. An end-user or client application would need to know the properties of the feature (or collection), however OGC API - Features - Part 1: Core does not provide the means to describe a schema. This was noted [https://github.com/opengeospatial/OGC-API-Sprint-September-2020/issues/9] as an issue to be addressed. The sprint participants also discussed an approach whereby the schema for feature collections is included in the API Definition (in JSON or YAML). In this approach, implementations would use JSON Schema to constrain the JSON keys representing feature properties. The sprint participants acknowledged that the approach could work but also cautioned that it could lead to very large API Definition documents.

The sprint participants suggested [https://github.com/opengeospatial/OGC-API-Sprint-September-2020/issues/13] that there is a need for the SWG to provide clarification on the difference between the HTTP
methods of PUT, PATCH and POST. The following rules were suggested:

- PATCH does not allow you to update the identifier
- PUT does allow you to set the identifier
- POST allows you to send to a parent resource

The question of whether to allow use of HTTP POST for retrieving content, a question also referred to as the 'HTTP dilemma', was discussed at length. HTTP POST was noted as being potentially useful when an HTTP GET request could result in a URL that is too long. The sprint participants suggested allowing HTTP POST to be used for retrieving data, in addition to allowing it to be used for inserting data.

Servers typically advertise which formats they support (e.g. GeoJSON, GML, etc.) through the conformance declaration. However, not all formats (e.g. HTML) are a suitable representations for use with a HTTP POST. The sprint participants discussed how a client application might determine which formats may be used with a POST/PUT.

One approach that was suggested is to use the OpenAPI document, however this was observed to be undesirable as it would make clients (especially ones that don't use OpenAPI-base tool chains) have to read the OpenAPI document to figure this out. Other approaches suggested included a variant of OPTIONS, the use of /queryables or a parameterized conformance document that crosswalks the format-based conformance classes with the methods they support (e.g. GeoJSON with GET,PUT,POST).

During the sprint, a number of participants encountered the issue of Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS). This is an issue that affects many applications that run from a web-browser. CORS is a mechanism, relating to HTTP headers, that allows a server to indicate any other origins (domain, protocol, or port) than its own from which a browser should permit loading of resources. The sprint participants noted that it would be helpful to developers if the Security Considerations section of the OGC API - Features - Part 4: Simple Transactions draft standard mentioned CORS. The participants also observed that this could also benefit other OGC API standards as well.

8.3. Lessons Learnt

Towards the end of the sprint, participants held a discussion on the lessons learnt from the initiative. A summary of the lessons identified by the sprint participants is presented below:

- OGC API – Features is much simpler to implement than alternatives. The combination of GeoJSON and OGC API – Features is simple to use.
- It is possible to implement typical OpenAPI security schemes in OGC API – Features. This was demonstrated using an Authentication Service to authenticate clients and servers.
- On the client side, the hello.js JavaScript library made it possible and easy to integrate the authentication calls into the client.
- On the client side, authentication was required at the moment the user wanted to insert a
• There will be a need to outline the capabilities that will be included in the Complex Transactions extension. This may include locking, as well as other capabilities.

• There is also an issue of several people doing updates from different places. How a client will be aware of new features emerging in the database. PubSub approaches could help: clients getting notifications on changes from others.

• The sprint has highlighted the key role of the client application in a process that involves transactions.
Chapter 9. Conclusions

The sprint successfully demonstrated the ability to support the creation, deletion and updating of features through the OGC API – Features – Part 4: Simple Transactions draft standard. The sprint also successfully demonstrated support for collections of geospatial data, as required by OGC API – Common – Part 2: Geospatial Data. The implementation and demonstration of these draft standards during the sprint was therefore a significant achievement.

The participants demonstrated that the OGC API pattern can indeed address the need for simple transactions and collections of geospatial data. Further, the successful binding of client applications to services protected by security schemes described through OpenAPI was also a significant achievement. It is envisaged that the outputs of this sprint will help to accelerate the development of OGC API - Common and OGC API - Features standards.

9.1. Future work

The following general recommendations for future work items have been made.

9.1.1. Ideas for the Innovation Program

Future work in Innovation Program could include:

- Publish-Subscribe: Approaches such as OGC PubSub, e-mail notification, Linked Data Notification could be useful. These could also be query-based on the delta updates/changesets approach from recent testbeds.
- Web sockets: Support for the notification of a client that new content has appeared.
- Schema vs Schema-less: Prototyping of an extension to the API to support schemas, and perhaps fully schema-less APIs.
- Change Only Updates: Potential support for change-only updates could be supported through the Delta Updates and/or the ChangeSet API from Testbed-15. This could be done in future testbeds with Ordnance Survey data, for example. See this video for an overview https://eratosthenes.pvretano.com/Projects/tb15/Videos/CubeWerx_DU_Demo_Video_TB15_DEC2019.mp4
- Metadata: Harmonization between OGC API – Common and OGC API – Records with regard to metadata is something to look at.
- Security: Experiment with additional authentication schemes.
- Other HTTP methods: Experiment with use of a HEAD and/or OPTIONS request to support metadata.

9.1.2. Ideas for the Standards Program

Future work in the Standards Program could include:

- The sprint has helped to provide initial validation. The editors will be looking at the issues from the sprint and will then push the document forward.
• The Features API SWG should focus on Part 3 and 4 next.

• OGC API - Common SWG should consider revision of the Exception report structure defined in OGC API – Common.

• Architecture DWG should hold a session on Security Considerations for OGC API.
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